2.8s2 past_intervals [6539,6541) start interval does not contain the required bound [6538,6541) start

Description

```
-1228> 2019-03-07 12:23:46.953 7f977be06700 -1 log_channel(cluster) log [ERR] : 2.8s2 past_intervals [6539,6541) start interval does not contain the required bound [6538,6541) start
-1227> 2019-03-07 12:23:46.953 7f977be06700 -1 osd.2 pg_epoch: 6541 pg[2.8s2( v 768'1251 (768'1251,768'1251) lb MIN (NIBBLEWISE) local-lis/les=0/6538 n=15 ec=645/20 lis/c 6539/6539 les/c/f 6538/6539] [0,2,2147483647,5,4,6]/[0,2,1,5,4,6]p0(0) r=-1 lpr=6541 pi={6539,6541}/1 crt=768'1251 lcod 0'0 remapped NOTIFY mbc={}] 2.8s2 past_intervals [6539,6541) start interval does not contain the required bound [6538,6541) start

lec 6538 vs pi {6539,6541)
```

History

#1 - 03/07/2019 12:29 PM - Sage Weil
- Description updated

#2 - 03/07/2019 02:56 PM - Sage Weil
- Status changed from 12 to Fix Under Review

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/26822

#3 - 03/15/2019 09:45 PM - Sage Weil
- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved